HELPFUL FRAMEWORKS FOR
ASSESSING THE HEALTH OF
BUSINESS/TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERSHIPS
FOLLOW UP TO 4.17 TTEC MEETING @ OPTUM

GOAL:

Why assess business/technology partnership health?

Evolve business/technology
alignment by assessing current
partnership and envisioning best
operating practices for a technology
organization, in order to advance
efficiency and demonstrate value.

ASSESS:

Where is your organization on this continuum?

Ad hoc
Business &
technology operate
in silos
1

Trusted advisor
Core trust and
confidence has been
achieved. Biz & IT
share equal
competence in
business strategy
execution

Service provider
Collaboration has
reached a more
consistent cadence
but language barriers
and misalignment of
strategic priorities
create friction and
prevent trust from
being formed

Order taker
Business & IT share
limited awareness of
each other and
collaborate on a
project basis
2

Business and IT
Unified in their
strategic planning,
execution and
operation

3

4

5

ASSESS:

Communication: Where is your organization on this continuum?

Limited understanding
of business and IT
roles by each side.
Communication
channels are
established, but
confusion and
duplicative
communication is
common.

Business and IT lack
an understanding of
each other’s roles.
Communication is
fragmented and rare

1

2

The enterprise
recognizes business
and IT as a unified
voice.

Business and IT use
a common language
with unified
communications
across the
organization.

Moderate
understanding on
both sides of each
other’s roles.
Communication is
more frequent and
effective, but
language barriers
persist.

3

4

5

ASSESS:

Value Measures: Where is your organization on this continuum?

Some technical
measurements are
in place, but IT lacks
knowledge of
business priorities.

1

Movement toward
shared value,
reflected in some
MBOs; significant
cost transparency.

Some business and
IT aligned metrics
established;
moderate cost
transparency.

Movement toward
functional efficiency,
communicated in IT
value metrics; limited
cost transparency.

2

Adoption of shared
value measurement
where IT delivers
business value that
is not transactional –
shifting from a fee
for service to an
ACO model. Core
MBOs are shared
between business
and IT.

3

4

5

ASSESS:

Governance: Where is your organization on this continuum?

Tactical at a project
level- IT and business
strategy are siloed
and defined
independently; no
connection between
business priorities and
IT investment.

Reactive IT priorities
with no formalized IT
strategy; IT operates
as a cost center; no
connection between
business priorities
and IT investment.
1

2

Business strategy
leads IT strategy.
Decisions on IT
investment are
grounded with
business foresight
and understanding
of priorities across
enterprise; transition
from a fee for
service to an ACO
model marks a
pivotal shift in
thinking.

Tactical at a
business level; IT
strategy is largely
informed by the
business; shared IT
assets are governed
ad hoc.

Tactical at a program
level; IT strategies
moderately informed
by the business; IT
investment decisions
are based on what IT
thinks the business
needs.

3

4

5

ASSESS:

Scope & Architecture: Where is your organization on this continuum?

Siloed IT
infrastructure roles;
no organization-wide
standards.

1

An enterprise
architecture
governance process
is integrated with
business
stakeholders.

Enterprise
architecture is
integrated across the
organization;
programs are
monitored at the
enterprise level.

Transactional IT
infrastructure is in
place; use of decision
support systems.

2

Transparent and
flexible infrastructure
established; effective
use of emerging
technology for
business partners;
drives standardized
business process
and strategies.

3

4

5

ASSESS:

Skills & Training: Where is your organization on this continuum?

Command and Control
environment in place,
training is encouraged
but at the individual
level.

IT takes on risk, very
little reward;
technical training
path is unclear; only
cross-training for top
level management.
1

2

Education and
cross-training at all
levels is wellestablished and an
integral component
of the enterprise;
innovation occurs at
every level; business
and IT are equal
drivers of Agile
methodology across
the enterprise.

Shared risk and
reward established;
cross-training
between business
and IT partners at all
levels is
encouraged.

IT is an emerging
value service
provider. Innovation
occurs within teams;
some cross- training
between business /
IT partners at the
middle management
level.

3

4

5

TAKE ACTION:

Identify opportunities in each of these areas based on assessment
Communication
• Example: Cultivate a business-first culture across IT. Earn IT a place at the table.

Value Measures
• Example: Learn what level of cost transparency is expected by your business partner and work together to adopt practices and
MBOs that will support it.

Governance
• Example: Invest time in deeply understanding each business’ unique priorities and their broader enterprise context. Use
business knowledge to guide IT strategy and investments.

Scope & Architecture
• Example: Provide higher levels of interoperability and modularization. Establish a model for making enterprise-wide technology
decisions.

Skills & Training
• Example: Invest in and grow cross-training programs between business and IT with linked MBOs and
success measurements to drive shared risk and reward.

LEARN MORE:

Resources referenced:

• https://brm.institute/brm-metrics/
• https://www.cio.com/article/3040867/it-industry/what-do-we-mean-when-we-saybusiness-it-alignment.html
• https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/7378/c79deebaf1a9179a4e5e13bf39d80fe2ba37.pdf

